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The “fourth branch” of government:
hidden from legislative oversight and public review
Each year the State of California spends billions of dollars on thousands of service contracts, yet the state’s tools for tracking contract spending and performance are inadequate
and outdated. The value of the 13,600 personal services and consultant contracts currently in effect is $34.7 billion. Disclosure about the state’s contract spending, however,
is so flawed that neither the legislature nor the public has any way of really understanding how much money state agencies are spending on contracts in any given fiscal year.
Considering the immense amount of California’s scarce public funds tied up in costs in
outsourced contracts, combined with the confused and fragmented system for reporting
on those contracts and their performance, we must conclude that state government in effect has another branch, one that is hidden from legislative oversight or public review.

Comprehensive information on private contracts is not available
In this paper, we propose two important reforms in how the State of California tracks
and monitors its contracting out. The first reform we address focuses on the State
Contract Procurement Registration System (SCPRS) operated by the Department of
General Services (DGS) to track contract spending. The transparency requirements of
Assembly Bill 756 – a detailed annual public report of contract spending by department –
rest on a reformed or replaced SCPRS as a prerequisite.

No system exists to track performance on large projects
A second critical reform is to establish a tracking and monitoring system that enables
public scrutiny of the performance of large projects. By holding all involved in large
projects accountable to the public, private contractors are likely to improve their record
of contract compliance. Both reforms will contribute to a full revelation of the waste inherent in much of state contracting out and – in many cases – the savings to be obtained
through bringing the work back to state employees.
These reforms, including the passage of AB 756, will pull back the curtain on this hidden branch of government so public policy-makers can make rational decisions on behalf
of the public.
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State spending on contracts exceeds $34 billion
A first step toward eliminating waste in contracting is an accurate tracking of spending by
state agency for each contract and fiscal year.
Yet the state’s contract tracking system proves
completely unreliable at this level of detail.
State agencies register their contract expenditures through the State Contract Procurement
Registration System (SCPRS) operated by the
Department of General Services (DGS). With
all its shortcomings, discussed later in the paper, SCPRS’ data only provides a general idea
of the magnitude of spending on contracts.

Navigating a broken system

More than 13,000 contracts

In order to estimate spending figures for this
paper, many days and weeks of work were required by SEIU 1000 research analysts. When
information is “public” but this difficult to navigate, effective oversight is impossible and the
legislature cannot do its job of managing the
public purse. (See Appendix B for a detailed
example.)

The value of 13,600 personal services and
consultant contracts currently in effect is
$34.7 billion, a figure that includes spending
for the current, prior and future fiscal years
covered by ongoing contracts1:
¾¾ 748 Architectural and Engineering
contracts:...............................$2.4 Billion

Because these figures are not presented by
fiscal year, obtaining an annual figure would
require additional calcuations. (See Appendix
B for a detailed example.) For example to estimate annual figures would require smoothing
each of the thirteen thousand contract’s cost
evenly over the days covered by the contract,
calculating a per diem cost. It would also require finding the existence of contract amendments or extensions; unfortunately, these are
not cross-referenced.

¾¾ 2,345 IT contracts:.................$4.1 Billion
¾¾ 10,507 Non-IT contracts:.....$28.2 Billion
See Appendix A for a agency and departmental breakdowns of these three types of
contracts.

“

No comprehensive studies have been done on the use of contracting.
Although many believe that contracting can save the state money because
‘we can get rid of contractors quickly if funds run low’ or ‘state employees
don’t have the skills’, there are no studies to back up these claims.

”

—Marie Harder
Senior Information Systems Analyst
Department of Public Health
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Potential for annual cost savings of $350 million
Once the state has an accurate accounting
of the complete costs of contract spending in
each fiscal year, the full extent of outsourcing
waste can be identified and measured. By
reducing its use of personal services and consulting contracts, the state can save hundreds
of millions of dollars each year.

State workers can cut costs
Local 1000 estimates that the state could
save approximately $350 million annually
by utilizing state workers to cut unnecessary
and wasteful outsourcing in just these three
areas alone:
¾¾ $100 million or more annually in IT
contracts
¾¾ $144-$205 million or more annually in
medical registry contracts

In-sourcing reduces contract costs
Last year, SEIU Local 1000 estimated that
the state could save $100 million each year
by in-sourcing a fraction of the work currently
being performed by IT contractors.2 Our findings were consistent with research by the
California Research Bureau, CalSTRS and the
State Compensation Insurance Fund. These
agencies estimated that the state could realize
cost savings of between 32 percent and 84
percent by selectively eliminating IT contracts
and bringing the work in-house.3 Even the
new State CIO Teresa Takai has stated that
selective in-sourcing reduces public costs for
IT services. In-sourcing was an integral part of
the reforms she pushed through in Michigan,
saving that state nearly $100 million.4
In 2009 we have found additional evidence
of extravagance in this area.

¾¾ $50 million or more annually in
architectural and engineering contracts
Our best estimate indicates the state persists in renewing contracts that cost from 22
percent to 200 percent more than the cost to
perform the same service using state workers.
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New evidence on the huge potential for savings in IT
SEIU Local 1000 has found a DGS Master
Service Agreement that authorizes the state to
pay contractors two to three times the amount
it would cost to hire professionally trained
IT civil servants. Under this MSA (covering contracts 5-06070-24 through 5-06070141) the state currently spends $74.1 million
on 97 IT vendors providing services to 46
departments.5

Contractors’ excessive rates
Comparing median posted bill rates specified in the MSA for IT contract employees
to the cost of providing the services with inhouse staff underscores the potential to save
taxpayers money by selectively eliminating IT
contracts and transitioning the work to state
service. The chart below compares the median, or typical, posted contractor hourly costs

for three roughly equivalent IT positions in
state service. This data shows vendor rates to
be around two to three times the rate for the
equivalent state’s IT workforce. (See Appendix
C for more detail.)

$4 billion on IT contracts
If the state in-sourced all the work associated with the 97 contracts currently authorized
under just this one MSA, taxpayers could
realize savings of $37 to $49 million.6 Given
that there are thousands of additional IT contracts with a total value of at least $4 billion,
we are confident that the potential to realize
considerable savings is huge, far exceeding
the estimates that we reported last year. (See
Appendix B for more detail.)

Source: IT MSA, IT Consulting Services (5-06-70-24 through 5-06-70-141),User Instructions for Contractor Contacts & Hourly Rates, Sec IV on
Hourly Rates, http://www.pd.dgs.ca.gov/masters/default.htm
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$205 million can be saved on medical registries
For years the Department of Corrections
and Rehabilitation increased its reliance on
costly medical registry contracts instead of
making efforts at recruiting and retaining civil
service primary care workers by paying competitive salaries. The state currently holds
more than $723 million in such contracts.
Pro-rating contract costs to annual expenditures on these costly contracts puts typical
annual costs at approximately $363 million
each year.7 Former Federal Receiver Robert
Sillen, who oversaw medical services in the
California Department of Corrections and
Rehabilitation, stated that the cost of medical registry contracts is extensive and has increased drastically over the past few years.8
At a bidder’s conference on September 14,
2007, Mr. Sillen stated that registry bid rates
range from 66 percent to 130 percent above
what state workers in equivalent positions are
paid.9 Using Sillen’s estimates, California could
save between $144 million and $205 million each year by in-sourcing this work.10 (See
Appendix D for more detail.)

called for the increased use of Public Private
Partnerships to do state work. These projects
would likely involve the use of A&E contractors on large scale infrastructure projects
even though legislative staff report that these
contractors cost far more than hiring state
workers.

Transparency needed to evaluate
extent of contract waste
As we have shown, examples from IT, medical, architectural and engineering contracts
and other documents show a pattern of significantly greater costs to employ contractors
to perform services that state worker can perform. Fully accounting for the costs through
improved contract tracking is one tool for
eliminating waste. Another is improved transparency and oversight on large state projects
that utilize contractors.

Architectural and Engineering (A&E)
contracts can be substantially cut
Budget documents from Senate Budget
Subcommittee 4 reveal that the state pays
approximately $83,000 more, each year,
for each Architecture & Engineering contractor it hires in lieu of Department of
Transportation state staff. In 2007 the Dept.
of Transportation wanted to contract out
more than 500 staff positions, increasing taxpayer costs by $50 million.11 The governor
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Tracking the performance of large contract projects
The second area of reform we see as crucial to full oversight of state contract spending
is transparency in monitoring contract performance. The public and the state Legislature
need to see clearly the status of large contract implementation where cost overruns
can easily run into tens of millions of dollars.
Currently there is no way in which to track
overruns and delays without carrying out
public document requests. However, in most
cases the public has no way of even knowing
what documents it should be seeking. The
status quo simply does not provide a means to
get outsourcing costs under control.

Contract information provided by the
state CIO is outdated and inaccurate
We are disheartened that even the State’s
Chief Information Officer – who we know to
be committed to reining in wasteful spending in IT outsourcing – has fallen victim to the
same difficulties in monitoring contracts that
beset the system as a whole. This should act
as a strong signal of just how snarled contract
implementation information is.
The State CIO gives a complete list of 111
“approved state information technology projects under construction” worth $7.6 billion on
its website – implying these projects are significantly underway.12 As an example, significant
research efforts have disclosed no evidence
to support this label of being “under construction” for six Caltrans IT projects on the list
worth a total of $132.3 million.13 The CIO’s
list indicates that three of these projects worth
$70.7 million entail procuring the services of
6

a “systems integrator” or a “vendor.”14 But a
Caltrans official stated that “there are no contracts for those projects as the projects are not
developed that far yet.”15
If major state IT projects have seen their
implementation delayed or they proved to be
too costly to implement, it serves no purpose
to advertize them as “under construction” in
notices to the public. However, if state or federal money already has been earmarked for
such projects, then the Legislature should be
informed of the causes for delays. These embarrassing lapses in the accuracy of the CIO’s
public disclosure about IT contracts should
prompt the Legislature to fully support the regular reporting of project status reports needed
to rectify the current situation.

To call the state’s current IT situation a
monumental disaster would be to insult
the words “monumental disaster.”
Despite a $40B state deficit, California
is nevertheless planning nine “strategic”
projects scheduled to consume 58
years and $3.6B.
—Information Week, January 2009
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Serious delays uncovered
in implementation of state contracts
The public posting of contract performance
updates will allow the public to know when
contracts are running over budget or behind
schedule. (See Appendix E for more detail.)
Through our own public document requests,
we have discovered several recent examples
of such delays that the public is not yet aware
of. One large IT project underway at the
Employment Development Division, undertaken to enhance the state’s ability to serve
the unemployed, is twelve to nineteen months
behind the current schedule.16 This project will
provide a new system that will allow the jobless to submit address changes via the Internet
and will completely replace the EDD's current UI call center platform, greatly increasing
the EDD's ability to handle its call volumes.17

Delays on projects of this nature are especially worrisome as the state unemployment
surpasses 11 percent. We do not know how
those delays affect costs, but certainly the
overburdened Unemployment Insurance call
centers are experiencing large phone bills as
claims calls flood the phone lines while this
project lags.18
While systems are in place to allow departments to regularly monitor large contracts
such as this one, it is the sunshine of public
disclosure that we advocate as the necessary
incentive for vendors to meet performance
standards. This meaningful transparency is
the best method for the public to assess the
full cost of outsourcing.

“

I work at the EDD Unemployment Insurance Call Center in Los Angeles.
EDD really needs to expand its capacity to handle the spike in calls coming
in from the jobless. Two million Californians are jobless. Over 900,000 lost
their jobs in the last year alone. Last month there were 338,000 new claims.
Callers have been complaining for a few years about not getting through.
Now when they can get through some are saying they had been trying for
weeks and are very upset. When they call the system tells them to wait and
after a certain amount of time on hold it drops the call and they have to call
back. We have outdated technology and we’re understaffed. We needed the
call center upgrades to happen yesterday.

”

—Joe Chacon
Employment Program Representative
Employment Development Division employee of 20 years
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Costs of transparency are small compared to contract waste
Without these basic controls on contacting out and adequate means for tracking costs
and performance, the state cannot legitimately
hope to satisfy its legal and public policy
mandates.
The costs of transparency in state contracting are negligible compared to the waste from
overly expensive or unnecessary contracts.
The state is spending billions on state of the
art IT systems, yet its own system for tracking
state contracts is inadequate and outmoded.
With the state in an ongoing fiscal crisis, now
is the time for policy-makers to ensure they
get a full and accurate accounting of outsourcing costs. Our initial estimated cost savings
opportunities of $350 million may well be low
given the limitations of the data provided by
SCPRS and the lack of information on contract
delays and overruns.

8

Groups as disparate as the Heritage
Foundation and state employee labor unions
are supportive of transparency in government.
This would also be consistent with the current
federal direction of providing transparency
in government spending. State workers salaries are readily available online, yet there is a
hidden workforce of contract employees—a
workforce with little information available on
actual contracts for their services. Without
this information, the true administrative costs
of government are hidden from view. (See
Appendix F for models of disclosure of government contracts from the state of Illinois and
the federal government.)
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Five recommendations that will save hundreds of millions
1) The state needs an improved contract
tracking system.
Given the vast sums the state spends on
information technology, the public and
lawmakers deserve better than SCPRS. It
should be replaced with a system that is accurate, user-friendly, and discloses contract
funding by contractor and department for
each fiscal year. Goods contracts should
not be lumped with services contracts. A
system for tracking progress on multi-million dollar projects is also needed.
2) State agencies should prepare an annual
report on their use of personal services
and consulting services contracts in accordance with proposed Assembly Bill 756.
As outlined in this legislation, to ensure
transparency the report should list crucial
identifying information for each contract:
name and identification number of each
contractor; legal justification; total dollar
amount over the duration of the contract,
including all amendments; total amount
paid by the state agency during the most
recently completed fiscal year.

full-time equivalents. This information, too,
should be incorporated in annual agency
reports as required in AB 756.
4) State agencies should post updates about
major outsourcing projects to their websites.
The public should have easy access to information and updates about outsourcing
projects that expend millions of taxpayer
dollars. Every state agency should post a
notice on its website about progress on
major outsourcing projects and whether
they are on time and within their budgets.
Prime contractors should be clearly identified.
5) Wherever possible State workers should
be utilized to reduce contracting costs.
When a full and accurate accounting is provided to California’s taxpayers of the massive wastefulness of much of its outsourcing, we expect to see even greater cost
savings opportunities. The Union believes
the public is best served by bringing much
of the outsourced work back in-house.

3) State contractors should supply information about the numbers and types of employees they supply to the State.
Contractors should be required to disclose
the costs and staffing levels for each type
of contract employee supplied to the state
for each fiscal year. Staffing levels should
be reported in terms of personnel years or

Research from SEIU Local 1000
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Documentation
1

2

 ersonal services contracts refer to the following contract
P
categories only: IT consulting & services, Non-IT consulting & services and Architecture & Engineering contracts.
We did not include in our total contrasts for goods, public
works, interagency agreements, grants and subventions,
memberships and sponsorships or contracts with other
public entities. Data downloaded from DGS on 12/16/08
for above mentioned contracts with expiration dates
of 11/30/08 or later obtained from the State Contract
Procurement Registration System (SCPRS). http://www.
pd.dgs.ca.gov/scpreg/data.asp.
F or more information on how we derived this figures, please
download the report available through our website. SEIU
Local 1000, IT Contracts with the State of California: Too
Many, Too Costly, Too Little Oversight, April 2008. http://
draft.seiu1000.org/Admin/Assets/AssetContent/56c29e547567-49b2-8681-f686122a4f66/546bfa9e-94e2-495f-9d3054cc81f55e47/2ede14ab-5e3f-4f00-9a55-610a1353f473/1/
IT_white_paper_April%20revision_v8.pdf

3

S ee “The State’s Information Technology Hiring Process:
Suggested Reforms,” Alicia Bugarin, California Research
Bureau, November 2006; CalSTRS Audits and Risk
Management Committee meeting notes, Item 5, “Internal
Audits’ Report,” September 7, 2005; CalSTRS Annual
Plans, meeting notes, Item 4d, “Enterprise Initiatives and
Technology Business Plan, July 14, 2005; CalSTRS Audits
and Risk Management Committee meeting notes, Item
1e, “EIT Update: Selection and Management of ThirdParty Consultant Audit,” February 1, 2006; “State Fund’s
Response to the Department of Insurance’s Operational
Review, December 11, 2007, pages 50-57; “Insurance
Commissioner’s Comments on the Operational Review
of the State Compensation Insurance Fund,” pages 3-4;
“State Compensation Insurance Fund Operational Review
Report” October 2007. RSM McGladrey for Department of
Insurance. Pages 31; 51-54.

4

 ttp://www.govtech.com/gt/96746?id=&topich
117671&story%20_pg=%201

5

I nformation Technology Consulting Services Sec V. http://
www.pd.dgs.ca.gov/masters/itconsulting.htm

6

I f the vendors are billing the state on average 2 to 3 times
the rate for work that could be performed under the IT
Master Services Agreement, much of the cost of the IT MSA
could be reduced by filling vacant state IT worker positions
to perform services currently performed by IT contractors.
To calculate the savings, we divide $74.1 million by 2, to
represent IT contractor work that can be performed by state
IT workers at half the cost, and by 3 if contractors are three
times as expensive. Estimates using this methodology show
potential savings of $37 million to $49 million.

7

Based on state contract and procurement registration systems (scprs) data. We totaled all relevant medical services
registry contracts and standardized the costs of those contracts to a per-year cost using pro-rated daily rates.

8

 obert Sillen, receiver’s first bi-monthly report, office of the
R
receiver, July 5, 2006.

9

CDCR, Plata contract and invoice branch. Bidder’s conference for “physician registry service.” Sept. 14, 2007.

10

T his is the range of savings that would result, assuming (at
the lower end) that the annual $363 million paid in registry
contracts is 66% above state salaries for equivalent positions and (at the higher end) that these contract costs are
130% above state salaries.

11

“ Senate Budget subcommittee No.4 Agenda: agenda—part
A” May 22, 2007, pages 27-29. A typical A + E contractor costs $209,000 a year. The state worker equivalent is
$126,000.

12

S tate Chief Information Officer, “Approved State Information
Technology Projects Under Construction,” March 11, 2009,
p.19. http://www.cio.ca.gov/Business/Appr_State_IT_Proj_
Under_Constr.pdf. The previous version of the list, dated
October 28, 2008, presented a somewhat different set of
108 projects totaling $6.8 billion, http://www.cio.ca.gov/
Business/Appr_State_IT_Proj_Under_Constr_20081028.pdf.

13

T he projects are the Project Resourcing and Schedule
Management System (PRSM), Inland Empire (D8) Traffic
Management Center, Construction Management System,
Integrated Financial Management System, Bulk Fuel System
Dept of Transportation and the Roadway Design Software,
State CIO, “Approved IT Projects Under Construction, March
9, 2009, pp.7-8. They are the subject of a public records
request for various project monitoring documents submitted by Jack McGlinn to Caltrans on February 11, 2009. On
February 25, 2009, an initial Caltrans response to the records request stated that “Caltrans is unable to search the
database to locate contract documents by project name, or
the number, purchase order number, or vendor name for
the projects and vendors you requested.” A later communication from Caltrans stated “We were unable to provide
you with any contracts related to projects you found listed
on the Chief Information Officer's website as ‘Approved
State Information Technology Projects Under Construction’.
There are no contracts for those projects as the projects
are not developed that far yet.” Debora Remington, Public
Records Coordinator, Caltrans Division of Procurement and
Contracts, e-mail message, March 19, 2009.

14

T hese projects are the Integrated Financial Management
System, Bulk Fuel System and Roadway Design Software.
See State CIO, list of “Approved IT Projects Under
Construction, March 11, 2009, pp.7-8.

15

 ebora Remington, e-mail message to Jack McGlinn, March
D
19, 2009.

16

 reg Thompson, MGT America, “UIMOD Independent
G
Project Oversight Report,” February 10, 2009, p.2.

17

S tate CIO, list of “Approved IT Projects Under Construction,
October 28, 2008, pp.8-9. http://www.cio.ca.gov/Business/
Appr_State_IT_Proj _Under_Constr_20081028.pdf.

18

 ndrew McIntosh, “EDD reaches deal with Verizon to cut
A
cost of recorded messages,” Sacramento Bee, March 25,
2009.

		For additional information, contact Research Analyst Jack
McGlinn at jmcglinn@seiu1000.org.
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Agency Breakdown of Expenditures for IBM CORPORATION
for Fiscal Year 09
1 - 25 of 41

416
418
494

Agency
CENTRAL MANAGEMENT
CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES
TRANSPORTATION

Expended
$7,757,169.43
$4,074,397.12
$2,928,456.26

Encumbered
$14,689,053.91
$2,552,092.25
$3,184,061.21

Federal Government’s “USASpending.gov”:
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(FY 2009)
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